SmartView

CAM station for viewing and analyzing CAM jobs, with full DFM checks.

- View, measure and check your data.
- Ideal for all major formats.
  For example:
  - UcamX job or DPF layers
  - Gerber files
  - ODB++
  - Excellon or Sieb & Meyer
- Clear user interface, easy handling
- Adapt workspace to your preferences
- Query detailed information on objects
- DFM check – with your DRC rules
- Scripting

SmartView offers the most comfortable way to view in UcamX or ODB++ jobs or files in DPF, Gerber, Excellon or Sieb & Meyer format. Your CAM-processed data can be checked by third parties, such as a customer, or anywhere in your production such as the quality or final inspection department.

Measurement and query tools

The tools to measure or query the data are manifold. Measure object sizes, distances between points (based on midpoints or grid) or determine object coordinates are only a few examples. Query Objects provides detailed information of any object in the data.

Set up an efficient workspace

SmartView’s graphical user interface is simple to configure to the requirements of your workflow. Choose which windows to open, position and size of the windows to create the best workspace for you.

Comfortable viewing of DPF data

Check the data for manufacturability

Detect whether layouts correlate with your DFM requirements. Specify your production capabilities in the DRC checks to meet the standards of your company.

Automation with Visual HyperScript

SmartView offers the unique possibility to automate your workflow with the Visual Hyperscript option. E.g. for automated layer or job input, automate modifications or the saving of data.

Edit functionality

With the optional edit functionality you can temporarily adapt the layout, e.g. to check whether a given DFM class can be met.

Image compare

To up the security level when modifying data with the “Image Compare” option. This protects against inadvertent modification.
Ucamco protects your investments

Ucamco has a longstanding tradition of protecting its customer’s investments. SMARTVIEW is no exception: it seamlessly works with your existing UcamX or Integr8tor environment and reuses all of the available software setups or precious automation that you have diligently gathered and carefully maintained over the years.